Most successful ever Wedding Fayre at Chartridge
Despite nine other Wedding
events locally, over 150 visitors
including 49 brides-to-be, many
of them new faces, attended the
Wedding

Fayre

Chartridge
Conference
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real
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throughout the day, with many
of the visitors commenting that this was the best and most professional Wedding
Fayre they had been to.

In addition to the usual comprehensive range of displays of wedding services
including cars, cakes, flowers, chair covers and photographers, a harpist and a
wedding singer were on hand to provide a delightful musical background to the
event.

The fashion show displaying the latest bridal gowns is always very popular with all
the brides-to-be and their mums, but this year Chartridge visitors were treated to two
shows. Not only did the models do a superb job on the catwalk, but the disco
background and subtle lighting show
added
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atmosphere

to

this

highlight of the day.
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prospective brides a real flavour of
how their own wedding would look at a stately home set in acres of beautiful

landscaped gardens. This together with the friendly and helpful staff was reflected by
eight confirmed bookings and a further four reserved dates taken on the day for
brides who want to hold their wedding at Chartridge.

The experienced Chartridge wedding and events team, led by Lisa Booth, were on
hand during the day to give every potential bride advice and guidance on how to
ensure their special day would be a success.

Lisa commented, “Every bride wants their wedding day to be special, and we have a
wealth of experience managing every style of wedding from small intimate
ceremonies to the most lavish with hundreds of guests. We’re here to eliminate all
the worries and make sure the bride, groom and all the guests can look forward to a
truly memorable day.”
ends
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Next Chartridge Wedding Fayre will be on Sunday 15th September, 11am - 4pm

For further information about Chartridge Conference Company
Visit www.chartridge.co.uk
For further quotes or information contact:
Lisa Booth, Chartridge Conference Company
Tel: 01494 837484 E-mail: res2.ccc@chartridge.co.uk

